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The Principal’s Column  
 
Pride in our college system has been an important part of our week this week  - both for Year 8 students 
as they have returned to the academy from their Aberdovey trip and also for our colleges as they have 
handed every student in the academy a tie which reflects their college colours. What does this pride 
represent for us? Without a doubt the desire that each of us has to want to belong to something bigger 
than ourselves – and for us at Shenley this is our college. 
 
Our college leaders can be some of the most important influences in the daily lives of our young people. 
From the moment that every student enters the academy in the morning their form tutor is there to greet 
them, to guide them through our Shenley Horizons curriculum, to celebrate their success in the day and 
of course to remind them of their responsibility to themselves and their college in making the right 
choice.  
 
The colours which are associated with our colleges are symbolised in our new ties, along with the   
Shenley rising sun logo which symbolises the new dawn for Shenley which was the opening of our new 
building and becoming an academy in 2012. Five years on and we continue to be a highly successful 
academy, and the college system plays an increasingly important part of our success. I was delighted 
when our college councils decided that they wanted to be able to wear their colours on their ties, and so 
we chose our fifth anniversary year to be the year that we made this change: a clear representation for 
every student of the importance of our colleges in their lives. 
 
However, I do need to be clear that we are not intending to make any other changes to our uniform. At 
the Year 9 Options Evening this week I was asked whether we were intending to introduce blazers into 
our uniform. We are not introducing blazers. Our uniform is incredibly smart, and we see no reason to 
add blazers to the list of school uniform. I do need to reinforce though, that in order for our uniform to 
stay smart we ask all parents/carers to make sure that you are following the requirements which we lay 
out at the beginning of each year. We do not allow students to wear ‘jean’ like trousers, leggings or  
trainers. Please support us in maintaining the smart appearance of all our students. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Mrs L Monk 
Principal 
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Aberdovey 2017  
 
It didn’t seem like a year had passed since we were last in Aberdovey with Shenley Academy but on Monday 27 th         
February we endeavoured on our 8th visit to the Outward Bound residential centre. This year the plans had changed 
slightly in that we were taking half of the year group at the beginning of the week and the other half would be joining us 
during the second part of the week.  
 
Upon arrival students were immersed straight into the activities and it was noticeable that the OB had increased the pace 
and intensity of the course to ensure students made the most of their reduced time in Wales. In retrospect all staff agreed 
that this increased pace resulted in groups experiencing a wider range and number of activities than previous years.   
During the week we encountered pretty much every weather front ranging from blizzard conditions to beautiful sunshine 
but what became very clear was that all students were up for the challenge and weren’t prepared to let anything dampen 
their spirits.  
 
What really hit home were the support and teamwork that the year 8 students showed towards each other and the fact 
that they survived 3 whole days without their phones and any social media. 
 
It was incredible to watch groups and individuals helping each other to overcome some incredible challenges, listening to 
each other’s ideas and reflecting on failures and successes. 
 
Overall the week was a huge success with the year 8 excelling in all aspects of their work and receiving high praise from 
all who encountered them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below is a selection of the group stories 
 
Muir Group 
 
I was lucky enough to spend three days in Aberdovey last week working with Team Muir.  We spent Monday afternoon 
kitting out for our first adventure staying in a very basic woodland cabin.  The team showed great resilience adapting to 
new and challenging conditions and overcoming their reservations about being so far from familiar surroundings, and we 
all enjoyed walking up a mountain in the pitch black.  Team Muir came together amazingly as a team and on the second 
morning did a sterling job of tidying and sorting the cabin and gathering firewood, showing maturity and communication 
skills way beyond their years.  
 
Over the remaining two days, we experienced rock-climbing, scrambling, a very muddy walk, the jog-and-dip and canoe 
sliding.  Without exception, every member of Team Muir changed and grew during their stay, pushing themselves out of 
their comfort zone, offering support to one another, and sucking the marrow out of life.  They are an astonishing and cou-
rageous bunch of young people who were immense fun to spend time with and I am very, very proud of each and every 
one of them.  I look forward to seeing them draw on their new-found self-belief at home and at school in order to meet the 
enormous amount of potential they all possess.  
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Simpson Group 
 
After some initial (and very loud) complaints about the temperature of the sea, team Simpson embraced the challenge of 
the jog dip with gusto, submerging themselves not once, but twice in the icy water. As the day continued the group’s    
enthusiasm did not waver and they haphazardly packed and repacked for the expedition. After Marnie and Nivedan had 
made sure they had the essentials – food, firewood and fresh water – the group set off. 
 
Upon arriving at the freezing, gloomy cabin dismay was evident on all faces, but the group quickly rallied and an opera-
tion of military precision ensued. In no time at all the table was set, the beds were made and Jessica, Kairuz and Brad 
were keeping the fire stoked and therefore the mood up; it was a pleasure to watch all of the students working so well 
together to ensure that everyone was comfortable. 
 
After dinner, which was received with varying enthusiasm, the group went for a walk in the snow and then settled down to 
sleep. This was the biggest challenge for many members of team Simpson, but they supported each other through the 
cold, the discomfort and the snoring and managed to struggle out of bed when the alarm sounded at 6:15! 
 
The morning was a struggle with complaints galore, but finally the team had packed up everything and replenished the 
cabin’s supplies ready for the next group, so they rushed to the minibus for a brief, warm respite.  
 
Team Simpson spent their day building and attempting to sail a raft, and although their success was short-lived, their   
enthusiasm was not and they bravely faced the “jetty jump” before a well-earned lunch and an evening of team building 
games. Here the group showed just how far they had come. They worked tirelessly to complete each task they were set 
and took full responsibility for their parts in both the successes and the failures. Sam astonished the group with his     
skipping whilst Josh dazzled with his speed. 
 
A fantastic residential was rounded off with a climbing activity where the group challenged and supported themselves and 
each other like never before. Rose, Ella and Louise were vocal in their distaste for the activity, but, with the exceptional 
support offered by the rest of team Simpson, they were able to  
exceed their expectations and end the trip on a high. 
 
Team Simpson - A band  
 
What an amazing team of students; enthusiastic, supportive,         
responsible, caring, brave, organised, helpful, friendly, polite and fun!  
 
Our instructor was called Richard (Action Man) and his favorite out-
door pursuits were watersports. As you can imagine we had a cold 
and wet challenging two days. This did not phase any of the group, 
even though out of their comfort zone at times they pushed        
themselves and strongly encouraged others in the team, including 
myself.  
 
We experienced 'Jog and Dip' in the estuary, fully submerging in the cold waters whilst it was snowing! We then travelled 
to the log cabin. A tree had previously fallen on the road. Students were patient and resilient while we established        
another route to our cabin. The group enthusiastically collected firewood in the snow wearing head torches. They were all 
so tired from their adventures they were all asleep by 10.00am.  
 
Our next venture was the 'Jetty jump'; again freezing cold water and it was raining! However,  students faced their own 
personal fears and rose to the challenge again. Gorge walking in the afternoon was amazing, we were all wet and      
muddy; walking in mud puddles up to our knees and climbing up waterfalls.  
 
My favourite comment from a student was "I have enjoyed this time without my phone".  
I was extremely proud of all of the students, bonding as a group and supporting each other throughout the whole exciting 
experience.  
 
Well done Team Simpson. 
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Shackleton Group 
 
I was very fortunate to spend three days with the students in Shackleton group who managed to achieve so much in a 
short space of time during their stay in Aberdovey. We braved freezing conditions and snow whilst completing the ‘jog 
and dip’, battled through mud and waterfalls on our gorge walk and finished our stay stargazing during our expedition to 
High Beach cabin. 
 
Every single member of the group should be very proud of how they conducted themselves as they were a credit to their 
families and the Academy. Special mentions must go to Charlie Brayshaw for his inspirational leadership, Millie       
Wingfield for her infectious enthusiasm, Kyle Lyons for his resilience and Ashfaq Rohan for always demonstrating     
kindness.  
 
 
Shackleton Group B  
 
A small but determined group of Year 8 students certainly made the most of their Aberdovey experience! The character 
which the students displayed over the course of the three days was absolutely fantastic, conquering challenges and 
fears that were tough and quite daunting. 
 
The sheer height of the climbing wall didn’t deter Jack Wright, Hayley Judd and Milton Domingos, who scaled the 
treacherous wall with absolute ease. 
 
The particular highlight of the week was gauge walking. Despite freezing cold toes and slippery surfaces, the team 
made it up the gauge and were able to relax under a natural waterfall – despite Paige Potter and Kieran Shaw falling 
over numerous times. 
 
I am so pleased with all students who were in my group; they were mature, responsible and kind to each other over the 
course of the three days. They did themselves and the Academy proud. 
 
 

Muir B Group 
 
Team Muir had a wonderful few days in Aberdovey with our brilliant instructor Matt. We ALL put our heads under water in 
the jog and dip which was an exhilarating start to our adventure.  
 
We were then lucky enough to spend a night in a brand new cabin and tea was cooked for us by our excellent chefs 
Ethan and Harry. We had a very wet and windy night hike before getting some sleep (despite some loud snoring)! All of 
team Muir challenged themselves demonstrating real self-belief with abseiling, climbing, scrambling and gorge walking. 
Our trip ended with wonderful but very windy games on the beach. Team Muir continuously demonstrated resilience,   
altruism and self-belief throughout our stay in Aberdovey.  
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Bonington A Group 
 
Our group started the week with the traditional ‘jog and dip’ where pupils are submersed into the freezing Irish Sea 
dressed in merely shorts and T-Shirts. On the second day the group once again braved the artic temperatures whilst 
climbing down a gorge, overcoming slippery rocks and treacherous waterfalls. The group were excellent in supporting 
each other and showed great resilience and positivity. On the second night the pupils and I spent the evening in a log 
cabin, surviving with only ration packs and a log burner. They led a pitch black expedition, told imaginative ghost stories 
involving MI5 and demon horses, and preparing hot chocolate, before settling down to a less than comfortable nights’ 
sleep. Throughout the trip, the students were enthusiastic  and polite and a brilliant team. Congratulations! 

 

 
Bonington B Group 
 
Bonington team were commended by the Outward Bound staff for their determination and spirit of adventure over the 
three day course. The group began their visit to Aberdovey with the customary ‘jog and dip’ which involved a road run to 
the beach before plunging into the estuary. By Thursday morning, Bonington team were the talk of the site thanks in part 
to their willingness to attempt a high ropes activity on the Wednesday evening in heavy rain. Mr Jennings, Mr Willshaw 
and Mr Coy watched on in amazement as every single member of the group completed the ‘leap of faith’ which involves 
climbing a 20ft post before jumping towards a trapeze. Alfie Wooldridge showed tremendous leadership during this    
challenge, spurring his peers on to successfully conquer their fears. 
 
Wednesday morning brought a water based activity day starting with the notorious jetty jump from Aberdovey’s wharf. 
Every member of the group embraced this challenge, with nearly all of the students (and Mr Jennings) jumping into the 
sea. Jack Smith demonstrated incredible bravery in not just standing at the edge of the jetty but by also leaving his     
comfort zone to complete the jump. Needless to say the group were exhilarated once they had completed the challenge! 
Reece Howes and Annalie Gough demonstrated superb responsibility during this task with both individuals volunteering 
to take the jump to reassure their peers. From the wharf, the group travelled into Snowdonia’s national park to complete 
a  gorge walking challenge. Shea Boulter led the way as his team battled over boulders and fast flowing water before 
using teamwork to successfully climb a series of waterfalls. Molly Howells demonstrated great character in completing 
the final challenge which involved wading through white water before sliding over two large waterfalls. The final challenge 
of the day was to climb a Welsh mountain, Terra Hendra. The four hour hike tested the resolve of the students; Alfie, 
Reece and Shea again showed incredibly mature leadership and encouragement to their group. At the top of the      
mountain the group took shelter whilst Annalie and Melissa Johnson built a snowman for the next Outward Bound group. 
This busy day was capped off by night walk in the wild forest and then sleeping in the rugged conditions of a cabin. 
 
Before heading back to the centre on Friday morning, the group completed one final challenge in the caves and mines at 
Dolgoch Falls. The group ventured deep into the mine before turning their head torches off; they then worked as a team 
to find their way out of the cave as one in total darkness. Mr Jennings was incredibly impressed with the group as they 
showed tremendous positivity and resolve throughout. 
 
Congratulations to all members of Bonington team! 
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Fiennes Group 
 
Fiennes group were told that they would be staying in the log cabin during their first night away.  There was no time to 
get settled, as the group were immediately tasked with packing and preparing all of the necessary items for the            
expedition, such as food, water, sleeping bags and waterproof clothing.  It was brilliant to see the enthusiasm shown by 
the group, as each person contributed to the team effort of getting ready to leave and making sure that no crucial items 
were left behind.  Students in the group were keen to take on responsibility and help out others. 

 

Before leaving, we were given the opportunity to complete the ‘Jog and Dip’ in the estuary.  Items needed were shorts,    
t-shirts, old trainers and some brave students; all of these were found in Fiennes group.   Needless to say this was a cold 
but exciting experience and one which allowed the group to bond and come together. 

 

Whilst at the log cabin, we started a fire to keep warm, cooked our packets of food and ensured all of our belongings 
were organised.  As we finished food, we discovered that it had started to snow and that the snow was getting stronger 
and stronger.  A dusting of snow soon became a covering and we went out to explore and collect fire wood.  Such was 
the enthusiasm of the group that we filled an entire trailer with wood for our group and others staying in the cabin in    
future weeks.   

 

The next day, the group went to Barmouth, where we completed a rock climbing session.  This was a test of courage and 
resilience, and required a willingness from students to work out of their comfort zone.  We discussed that both taking one 
step and reaching the top of the wall were equal successes if each student had pushed themselves to the limit.  The 
group again excelled.  After catching the train home, we ate a well-earned dinner and prepared for the ‘Leap of Faith’ 
challenge.  This involved climbing a 30ft telegraph pole, standing on the top and jumping to reach a trapeze, which was 
all made more difficult by the fact that it was night time. 

 

On the last day we spent time on the beach and reflected on our successes, the challenges of the trip and all of the 
things learned.  It was a privilege to work with this group! 

 

Mr Wood, Head of College Saturn  
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McArthur Group  
 
Upon arriving in Aberdovey, the challenge was set to our students by the staff at Outward Bound; "What can you 
achieve in 48 hours?". The answer it turns out is quite a lot!  No sooner had bags been collected from the coach we    
were off to do the famous 'jog and dip'. Some of the coolest kids, in some of the coolest t-shirts ever, braved some of 
the coldest waters around in less than favourable conditions. All went in, some even put their heads under. Brrrr. Wel-
come to Aberdovey! 
 
The remainder of those 48 hours consisted of problem solving activities on site as well as scrambling, rock climbing and 
abseiling up and down the picturesque but very cold Barmouth slabs. One of our evenings was spent braving the great 
outdoors and spending the night in a log cabin as well as a late night walk gazing at the stars in complete darkness. All 
were challenged greatly but all supported each other altruistically throughout, showing great resilience, integrity and self 
belief to meet the personal challenges they had each set themselves and i was incredibly proud of the respect and    
kindness they showed to each other, myself and Steph, our instructor.  
 
Well done Year 8. Your mission now (should you choose to accept it), is to take everything you have learnt in those 48 
hours and apply them successfully in all aspects of your lives going forward. 
 
Mr Lartey (Librarian) 

Emma Prendergast Nominated By  Miss M Gallego Poveda For  Spanish 

Luke Edwards-Williams Nominated By  Mrs  Solanki-Shepherd For  Product Design  

Charlie Walsh Nominated By  Ms Cameron  For  ICT 

Katie-Jain Jayes Nominated By  Ms Cameron  For  ICT 

Callum Audley Nominated By  Ms Cameron  For  ICT 

Lia Cochrane Nominated By  Mr Jingini For  Science 

Tia Buchan Nominated By  Mr Jingini For  Science 

Michael Needle Nominated By  Miss Coombs  For  English 
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The Great Big Dance Off is a national dance competition and is open to schools across England and Wales. The compe-
tition showcases talents from primary school up to KS4 and 5. Once the teachers have registered the dances that they 
want to take part in the competition, they then need to send a video of the school team dancing. The videos will then be 
judged and the judges will then short list roughly 25 schools from each category to go through to the next round. 
 
Next are the regional heats. The West Midlands competition was held at The Grand Theatre in Wolverhampton, this had 
two categories; Primary Schools and Secondary Schools.  Shenley Academy entered two dances into the competition. 
We entered a contemporary/ lyrical piece to the music ‘Still Falling for You’ by Ellie Goulding and a street piece to the 
music ‘Just Fine’ by Mary J. Blige.   
 
To start off the day at The Great British Dance Off we arrived at the theatre at around 2.30pm and we went straight into 
the theatre. As we were only dancing in the second half of the competition, we were allowed to watch the first half of the 
show.  There were around 9 performances danced by primary schools that we were able to watch.  In the second half of 
the competition we performed our two dances.  The Contemporary piece was first and then the Urban piece.  We finished 
both dances and then waited in the audience to find out the results of the competition.  We found out the Urban dance 
came fourth out of fifteen dances and the Contemporary piece unfortunately did not place in the top five, but still 
achieved very high marks from the judges.  We were disappointed, but it was a great experience for Shenley and we 
can’t wait to return next year. 
 
By Shenley Academy students and dancers: Rebecca White and Ellie Tipper 
 
A word from the teachers… 
 
All dancers did a fantastic job at the Great Big Dance off and we were very proud to watch them perform. We also take 
pride in the support and respect the students showed all other dancers in the competition. Well done dancers!!! 
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TOP ATTENDING FORMS THIS WEEK  
3-3-2017- 10-3-2017 
  
JUPITER - 99.02% - J7 
 
MERCURY - 97.22% - M9  
 
NEPTUNE - 98.15% -  N3 
  
SATURN-- 96.88% -  S2 
 
 VENUS - 98.15% -  V3 
  
APOLLO - 94.44% - A2 
  
WHOLE SCHOOL ATTENDANCE  
YEAR TO DATE - 93.96% - THIS WEEK 93.85% 
 

Shenley Academy  
Spring Term Diary Dates 

 
Tuesday 14th March 2017: 
Year 8 Pathways Evening– 6.30pm—8.30pm  
 
Tuesday 28th March 2017: 
Immersion Day 2  
 
Friday 7th April 2017:  
End of Term  
 
Monday 24th April 2017: 
Academy Re-opens 
for students  
 

  
 
 
 

Week Beg:  
Monday 13th March 2017 

Will Be:  
Week Two 

On the Academy  Timetable.  
Theme for Assemblies/ Form 

 Is:  
Patience  

DEAR  
Period 2 

 


